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Pearls of the Aegean are now at the dining tables of Kuwait by
Turkish Cargo
Turkish Cargo, the cargo company having the most extensive carriage
network of the world, added a new service point into its carriage network for the
fresh fish shipments it delivers all around the world by means of its passenger and
cargo aircraft.
In order for transporting the fish breded in Bodrum is transported to Kuwait
as fresh as possible, Turkish Cargo started to accept fresh fish shipments on its
directly operated Bodrum - Kuwait passenger flights. By making use of such flights
operated on Saturdays on weekly basis, Turkish Cargo aims to deliver the fish
breded in Bodrum to the consumers in Kuwait within the same day and by
preserving the freshness and quality of such products.
In line with the requests received from the Aegean Region, which breeds three
of the four of the fish exported at the seafood market, some added value is created
for the seafood export performed in the said region by making use of the cargo
capacity of the Bodrum - Kuwait (BJV-KWI) passenger flights which have been
started to be operated as of June 30 of this year.
Furthermore, Turkish Cargo has once again led the way by providing air
cargo service by means of its scheduled passenger flights from the Milas/Bodrum
Airport.
Turkish Cargo, which provides the best connections to the major production
and trade centers in the world, continues to improve its high quality service concept
and the attractive opportunities, it offers, for the purpose of meeting the needs of its
customers in the best manner.
Detailed information regarding Turkish Cargo and its flight schedules are
available on www.turkishcargo.com.tr and can be obtained by dialing +90 850 333
0777, the Call Center hotline.

About Turkish Cargo:
Turkish Airlines, which has operated its first international air cargo shipment in 1936, is a 4-star
airline company operating flights to 302 destinations around the world by its fleet comprising of 333
aircraft (airliners and freighters) at the present. Turkish Cargo, a sub-brand of Turkish Airlines, has
been maintaining the cargo services of the said airline company since the beginning of the 2000s.
Further information about Turkish Cargo, which has been growing the fastest internationally and
which offer air cargo transport to the highest number of countries around the world, is available
onwww.turkishcargo.com.tr

